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There are three routes to take: 
  1.  Look at your search results 
  2.  Investigate the contents of the page 
  3.  What do others say about the page or its author 
 
I.  The URL 
 
 Is this someone’s personal page? 

Is there a personal name following a tilde (~), or a % sign, or the words 
“users”, “members”, “people”?  Not necessarily bad, but one must 
investigate the author carefully. 

  
Is the server a commercial Internet Service Provider? 
 

What type of domain does it come from?  Is it educational, nonprofit, 
commercial, government, etc.   Is this appropriate, is this the most reliable 
source for your topic? 

 
 Government sites:  .gov, .mil, .us or other country code  
 Educational sites:  .edu 
 Nonprofit sites:  .org 
 
Who published the page?  Can you rely on the information that is published by this 
source? 
 Generally, the publisher is the agency or person operating the server – have 

you heard of this entity?   Ex:  info from the New York Times:  
www.nytimes.com; information for the agencies of the National Institute of 
Health will have nih in the domain name.   

 
 
II. SCAN THE PAGE 
 
 Look for answers to these questions: 

1.  Look for links:  “About us”, “Philosophy”, “Biography”, “Who am I” 
Can’t find anything like this?  TRUNCATE the URL: 
In the top Location Box, delete the end characters of the URL stopping 
just before each /.  Press enter to see if you can see more about the author 
or the origins/nature of the site providing the page.  Continue this 
process, one slash at a time, until you reach the first single/, which is 
preceded by the domain name portion. This is the page’s server or 
publisher. 

   



2.  Look for date last updated, which is usually at th4e bottom of a web page.  
Check date on all pages.  Do not rely on a date in the IE’s File-Properties 
or Netscape’s View-Page Info – these can be kept current automatically. 

   
3.   Who wrote the page?  Try to find the name of the author or the 

organization, institution, agency – whatever is responsible for the page.  
An e-mail contact is not enough, as it does not address the author’s 
credentials.  You can always try emailing the author and asking for more 
information about him/her. 

 
4.  What is the date of the page?  How recent does the date need to be for the 

information you need?  Sometimes you need current information; 
sometimes you need information dated near the time the information 
became available.  Sometimes, the date can tell you if the page author is 
still interested in maintaining the page or not. 

 
5.  What are the author’s credentials on the subject?  Is this person qualified 

to speak on the topic?  Is this just a hobby, an enthusiast, or someone 
claiming to be an expert?  Is this just an opinion?  Is this page distorted, 
exaggerated? 

 
 
III. IS THIS QUALITY INFORMATION? 
 
 Look for a link called “links”, “additional sites”, “related sites”. 
 
 Look at footnote numbers or links – it is possible to create fake references. 
 
 Look at the publisher (first part of the URL). 
 
 Are sources documented – footnotes or links?  Are the sources reliable, do the links 

work? 
 
 Expect a journal article, newspaper article, and some other publications to include 

copyright information or permission to reproduce. 
 
 About links:  do they work?  Do they represent other viewpoints? Are they 

organized, evaluated?  Do they indicate a bias? 
 
IV. WHAT DO OTHERS SAY? 
 
 What other pages link to this one? 
  1.  Do a link:  search in Google, AltaVista, or other search engine.   
   Copy the URL of the page you are investigating 
   Go to search engine site, type link: in the search box 



Paste the URL of the investigated site into the search box immediately 
following link: and submit the search. 
The pages listed contain at least one link to the page you are looking 
for. 

   
2.  Using Librarians’ Index (lii.org), about.com, academicinfo.net, look up 

the page – these directories evaluate its contents. 
 
  3. in Google, look up the author’s name: 

without quotes:  Tim Bucktoo 
enclosed in quotes as a phrase:  “Tim Bucktoo” enclosed in 
quotes with * between the first and last name:  “Tim * 
Bucktoo” (The * can be any middle name or initial in Google).  

 
Why do this?  Sometimes a page is linked only to parts of itself, sometimes it is 
linked to its fan club, sometimes it is linked to a directory.  Regardless, consider the 
source, consider the viewpoint, think about the points of view.  

 
OVERALL: 
 
 Reflect on what you have discovered.  Why was the page created?  What are the 
author’s intentions?  Might you be the victim of a spoof, fraud, false information?  Is the 
web the best place to find the information and resources you need for this particular 
research? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


